From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

DCAdmin
Fwd: Reference Application number: 2021/62/92603/E
11 July 2022 16:50:30

Afternoon ,
My email from the below did not reach the portal , is there an issue please
Thanks

------ Original Message -----From:
To: dc.admin@kirklees.gov.uk
Sent: Tuesday, 5 Jul, 22 At 15:15
Subject: Reference Application number: 2021/62/92603/E

Can the below and pictures please be added to the portal

------ Original Message -----From:
Cc: victor.grayson@kirkleees.gov.uk
Sent: Tuesday, 5 Jul, 22 At 14:58
Subject: Consultation Response from KC, Highways Development
Management

I wish to raise a issues about the Consultation Response from KC,
Highways Development Management by A.Darwin.

Can the below also be sent to Mr A Darwin , so they can please
comment , as there is no address on the website.

I worked at national grid that had control barriers and an ANPR
system . If i went at normal shift change over times , this would result
in an extra 20 minute wait time. This is much bigger than National
grids number of employee's .

How can you guess that only 25% off staff will be from Whitechapel
road side , until recruitment is done , this is unknown and should be
calculated at 25%, 50% and 75% , otherwise your guessing or bending
figures to meet the developers models.

You have ignored the many concerns from residents mentioned in
your previous report and you have indicated that the developer wants
it,so that is alright then, so we can ignore safety and practicality, for
instance

a. The entrance is top of hill and is a bend (photo's attached) , how
will traffic turn right safety . You will have people leaving and trying
to enter the site at the same time. how is that queuing and priority on a
small narrow B road going to cope with that. There is not enough
room for a filter lane.

b. The entrance is opposite a school pavilion and a number of houses
with Drives. How will they be able to enter/leave their premises
safely.

c. This is a school route , how will children cross this entrance , told at
walking in meeting that approx change over times is 45 minutes. A
number of children also cycle .

d. This road has parked cars on both sides of the road , pictures
attached , if cars are queuing this could block the road , causing the
perfect storm.

e. The path is small and where will people queue when the entrance is
being used.

f. How can this be policed and enforced and by whom ?

You mentioned that it was the developer , had asked for this to be
kept, But at the walk in meeting we was told it is Kirklees that want
this entrance. FOI indicated at pre-planning , Bradford would raise
serious concerns about only 1 entrance (A58) and suddenly then this
entrance appeared.

Please confirm your 100% sure , there will be zero accidents or road
grid locks or long queues , danger to members of the public or
personal injuries etc , on what you have purposed to the developer .

can you please acknowledge you have received this email and are
going to supply answers to the questions

Thank you

